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Abstract
To extract structural features from tree-structured documents among nodes in which
characteristic words appear, we described a text-mining algorithm for enumerating all
frequent consecutive path patterns (CPP) on a list W of words in Uchida et al., PAKDD 2004
[14]. In this paper, we first extend a CPP to a tree pattern, which is called a tree association
pattern (TAP), over a set W of words. A TAP is an ordered rooted tree t such that the root of t
has no child or at least two children, all leaves of t are labeled with non-empty subsets of W
and all internal nodes, if they exist, are labeled with strings. By modifying text-mining
algorithms to find all frequent CPPs, next, we present text-mining algorithms for enumerating
all maximal frequent TAPs in tree-structured documents, where a TAP t is maximal if there
exists no frequent TAP, which has t as a proper subpattern. Then, we tested our algorithms
using Reuters news wires. Finally, as one application of CPPs, we present an algorithm for a
wrapper based on CPP using XSLT transformation language and demonstrate simply the use
of the wrapper to translate one of the Reuters news wires into other XML document.
Keywords: text-mining, tree-structured documents, tree-structured pattern, maximal frequent tree pattern,
wrapper.

1. Introduction
Many electronic documents such as SGML/HTML/XML files and LaTeX files have treestructures that do not have rigid structures. Such documents are called tree-structured
documents. Since many tree-structured documents contain large amounts of plain texts, we
focus on characteristics such as the usage of words and the structural relations among nodes,
in which characteristic words appear, in tree-structured documents. The aim of this work is to
present an efficient text-mining technique for extracting structural features among nodes, in
which characteristic words appear in tree-structured documents. A tree-structured document is
represented by a node-labeled ordered rooted tree, which is called an OEM tree (See [1]). As
a value, each node of an OEM tree has a string such as a tag in HTML/XML files, or text
such as text written in the PCDATA field in XML files. Moreover, an internal node has
children, which are ordered. For example, we give an XML file xml_sample and its OEM tree
T in Figure 1. In T, node 3 has ``TOPICS'' as a value and is the second child of node 1.
Many tree-structured documents have no absolute schema fixed in advance, and their
structures may be irregular or incomplete. The formalization of representing knowledge is
important for finding useful knowledge. For an integer k ≥ 2, let (w1, w2, …, wk) be a list of k
words appearing in a given set of tree-structured documents such that the words are sorted in
ASCII-based lexicographical order. A consecutive path pattern (CPP) on (w1, w2, …, wk) has
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<REUTERS>
<DATE> 26-FEB-1987 </DATE>
<TOPICS> <D> cocoa </D> <D> COFFEE </D> </TOPICS>
<TITLE> BAHIA COCOA REVIEW </TITLE>
<DATELINE> SALVADOR, Feb 26 - </DATELINE>
<BODY>
Showers continued throughout the week
in the Bahia cocoa zone, ...
</BODY>
</REUTERS>

xml_sample

T
Figure 1. XML file xml_sample and OEM tree T of
xml_sample

been introduced in [14] as a sequence < t1, t2, …, tk-1 > such that for i (1≤ i ≤ k-1), ti is a
path between nodes labeled with {wi} and {wi+1}. For example, the sequence α=< t1, t2, t3 >
consisting of three paths t1, t2, t3 given in Figure 2 is a CPP on (COFFEE, SALVADOR, cocoa,
week). A CPP α=< t1, t2, …, tk> is said to appear in the OEM tree Td of a given tree-structured
document d, if there exists a sequence (sd1, sd2, …, sdk) of subtrees sd1, sd2, …, sdk of Td
satisfying the following two conditions.
(1) For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, subtree sdi is isomorphic to 2-tree ti in α.
(2) For each 1 ≤ j ≤ k-1, the right-hand leaf of sdi and the left-hand leaf of sdi+1 are the
same in Td.
First, by extending a CPP to a tree pattern, we define a tree association pattern (TAP) on a
set W of words as an ordered rooted tree t such that either of the following two conditions is
satisfied.
(1) t consists of only one node labeled with W.
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t

t3

t1

s1

t2

s2

Figure 2. TAPs t over {COFFEE, SALVADOR, cocoa, week}, s1 and s2 over
{COFFEE, SALVADOR, cocoa}, and 2-trees t1, t2 and t3 over {COFFEE,
SALVADOR}, {SALVADOR, cocoa}, and {cocoa, week}, respectively.

(2) The root of t has at least two children. Any leaf v and any internal node of t has a nonempty subset W(v) of W and a string as labels, respectively, such that
W = U v ∈V W (v) , where V is the set of all leaves of t.
If there are only two elements in W, a TAP on W is called a 2-tree. For example, in Figure 2,
t is a TAP on {COFFEE, SALVADOR, cocoa, week}, and t1, t2, and t3
are 2-trees on {COFFEE, SALVADOR}, {SALVADOR, cocoa}, and {cocoa, week},
respectively.
A TAP t on {w1, w2, …, wk} is said to appear in the OEM tree Td of a given tree-structured
document d if there exists a subtree s of Td such that t and s are isomorphic under the
following three conditions. Here, this isomorphism from the node set of t to the node set of s
is denoted by π.
(1) v is a leaf of t if and only if π(v) is a leaf of s.
(2) For any internal node v of t, the labels of v and π(v) are the same.
(3) For any leaf v of t, each word in the label of v appears in the label of π(v) as a word.
For example, TAP t and 2-trees t1, t2, t3 in Figure 2 appear in T of Figure 1.
A TAP t and a CPP α are said to be frequent if t and α appear in a given set of treestructured documents at a frequency more than a user-specified threshold, which is called a
minimum support, respectively. A frequent TAP t and a frequent CPP α is maximal if there
exists no frequent TAP and no frequent CPP, which has t and α as a proper subpattern,
respectively. In [14], we described text-mining algorithms for extracting all frequent CPPs
from a given set of tree-structured documents. Moreover, Ishida et al. [8] presented online
text-mining algorithms for continuously extracting all frequent CPPs from an infinite
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sequence of tree-structured documents. These algorithms were based on a level-wise search
strategy with respect to the length of frequent CPPs. Next, by modifying the text-mining
algorithms in [14], we present an efficient text-mining algorithm for enumerating all maximal
frequent TAPs in a given set of tree-structured documents that appear at a frequency more
than a minimum support. The algorithm is based on a level-wise search strategy with respect
to the length of a frequent pattern. We use compact data structures such as the FPTree
presented by Han et al. (See [7]) for managing all frequent TAPs. Then, to evaluate the
performance of our algorithms, we applied our algorithm to a database of Reuters news wires
[9], which contains 21,578 SGML documents with a total size of 28MB. Experimental results
on our algorithm showed that it has good performance for a set of a large number of treestructured documents. Several data mining methods have been described for discovering
frequent schema or maximal frequent schema from semi-structured data [2, 5, 10, 15]. For
example, Miyahara et al. [10], presented an algorithm for extracting all frequent maximally
structural relations between substructures from tree-structured documents. In the context of
itemset and sequence mining, there are many studies [11, 12] for mining closed frequent
itemsets and sequences. In [16], Yan and Han presented an algorithm for mining closed
frequent graph patterns in large graph data sets.
Many studies, including those above, focused on tags and their structured relations
appearing in semi-structured data. However, we are more interested in words and their
structural relations rather than tags in tree-structured documents. We believe that our
algorithms are useful for avoiding inappropriate documents and searching for documents of
interest to users. Moreover, as one application of CPPs, we present an algorithm for a wrapper
based on CPP using XSLT transformation language [4], which is an XML-based language
used for transforming XML documents into other XML documents. A brief demonstration of
the use of the wrapper to translate one Reuters news wires to other XML document shows the
usefulness of our algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduced a consecutive
path pattern (CPP) on a list of words described in [14]. In Section 3, we formally define a tree
association pattern (TAP) on a set of words as an expansion of a CPP on a list of words. In
Section 4, we present text-mining algorithms for enumerating all maximal frequent TAPs in
tree-structured documents. In Section 5, as one application of CPPs, we present an algorithm
for a wrapper based on CPP using XSLT transformation languages. Section 6 concludes this
paper with future works.

2. Consecutive path pattern
Let Σ be an alphabet including the space symbol “ ”. A finite sequence (a1, a2,…, an) of
symbols in Σ is called a string and is denoted by a1a2…an for short. A word is a substring
a2a3…an-1 of a1a2…an over Σ such that both a1 and an are space symbols and each ai (i=2,3,
…, n-1) is a symbol in Σ, which is not the space symbol. The set of all words in Σ+ is denoted
by W. Since we deal with only tree-structured documents, hereafter, we simply call a treestructured document a document. For a document d, W(d) denotes the set of all words
appearing in d. For a set D={d1, d2, …, dm} of documents, W(D)= U1≤i≤m W(di). For a
document d and a word w, ANd(w) denotes the set of all nodes of Td, whose value contains w
as a word, where Td is the OEM tree of a document d. For a set D of documents and a word w,
ANSD(w)= U d ∈D ANd(w) is called an appearance node set of w in D. For two words w and
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w', if w is less than w' in ASCII-based lexicographical order, we denote w ≤ w'. For a set or a
list S, the number of elements of S is denoted by |S|.
In [14], we introduced a consecutive path pattern, which is a list of ordered trees, as follows.
Let k be an integer greater than 1 and (w1, w2,…, wk) be a list of k words such that wi≤ wi+1 for
1≤ i ≤ k-1. Then, the list < t1, t2, …, tk-1> is called a consecutive path pattern (CPP) on (w1, w2,
…, wk) if for each i (1≤ i ≤ k-1), ti is an ordered tree, which is called a 2-tree, such that ti
consists of only one node labeled with {wi, wi+1} or ti has only two leaves labeled with {wi}
and {wi+1}. We point out that, for each i (1 ≤ i ≤ k-2), both ti and ti+1 have leaves labeled with
the label wi+1. We give a CPP < t1, t2, t3> on (COFEE, SALVADOR, cocoa, week) as an
example, where t1, t2, t3 are in Figure 2.
For a CPP α=< t1, t2,…, tk> and two integers i, j (1≤ i < j ≤ k), a CPP < ti, ti+1,…, tj> is said to
be a sub-CPP of α. For a CPP α=< t1, t2, …, tk> and a document d, we can define a matching
function π: U1≤ i≤ k Vi → VTd as follows, where Td is the OEM tree of d, VTd is the node set of
Td, and Vi is the node set of ti for i (1 ≤ i ≤ k).
(1) For any i (1 ≤ i ≤ k), there exists a semimatching function πi: Vi → VTd of ti for Td
such that for a node v in ti, π(v)= πi (v). The definition of a semimatching function is
given in the next section.
(2) For any i (1 ≤ i ≤ k-1), the right-hand leaf rn(ti) in ti and the left-hand leaf ln(ti+1) in
ti+1, π(rn(ti))=π(ln(ti+1)).
For a CPP α=< t1, t2,…, tk> and a document d, let JSd(α)={(π(ln(t1)), π(rn(t1)), π(rn(t2)),…,
π(rn(tk))) | π is a matching function of α for the OEM tree of d, and ln(tk) and rn(tk) are the
left-hand leaf and the right-hand leaf of tk, respectively}. For a set D of documents, JSD(α)=
U d ∈D JSd(α). If | JSd(α)| ≥ 1, we say that α appears in d. For example, the CPP α=< t1, t2, t3>
appears in xml_sample in Figure 1, where 2-trees t1, t2, t3 are in Figure 2.

3. Tree association pattern
We define a tree association pattern as an expansion of a consecutive path pattern as
follows. For a non-empty subset W of W with |W | ≥ 2, we call a node-labeled ordered rooted
tree t a tree association pattern (TAP) on W if t satisfies either of the following two conditions.
(1) t consists of only one node labeled with W.
(2) t has the root with at least two children, any internal node of t is labeled with a string
in Σ+, and any leaf v of t is labeled with a non-empty subset W(v) of W such that W is
equal to U v ∈V W(v), where V is the set of all leaves of t.
We point out that a TAP on W is a 2-tree if |W|=2. As an example, we give a TAP t on
{COFFEE, SALVADOR, cocoa, week} and 2-trees t1, t2 and t3 over {COFFEE, SALVADOR},
{SALVADOR, cocoa} and {cocoa, week}, respectively.
For a TAP t and a document d, a sem-imatching function of t for Td is any function
π: Vt → VTd that satisfies the following three conditions, where Td is the OEM tree of d, and
Vt and VTd are the node sets of t and Td, respectively.
(1) π is a one-to-one mapping. That is, for any v1, v2 in Vt, if v1≠ v2 then π(v1)≠ π(v2).
(2) π preserves the parent-child relation. That is, for the edge sets Et and E Td of t and Td,
respectively, (v1, v2) in Et if and only if (π(v1), π(v2)) in E Td .
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(3) If t consists of only one node v, π(v) is a leaf of Td and all words in the label of v
appear individually in the value of π(v) in VTd . Otherwise, for each leaf v of t, π(v) is
a leaf of Td and all words in the label of v are contained individually in the value of
π(v) as words. For each internal node u in Vt, the label of u is equal to the value of the
internal node π(u) of Td.
A semi-matching function π: Vt → VTd of t for Td is said to be a matching function of t for Td
if π preserves the sibling relation, that is, for any v1, v2 in Vt, v2 is the next sibling of v1 if and
only if π(v2) is the next sibling of π(v1) of Td. Let t' be a TAP on W '⊆ W . The TAP t' is said
to be a subtree pattern of t if there exists a matching function of t' for t. In particular, a subtree
pattern t' of t is said to be proper if W '⊆ W and W −W '≠ ∅ . When both a matching
function of t' for t and a matching function of t for t' exist, t' is said to be isomorphic to t. For
a TAP t having k leaves v1, v2, …, vk in this order and a document d, the set {(π(v1), π(v2), …,
π(vk)) | π is a matching function of t for Td}, which is denoted by CPSd(t), is called the
cardinal point set of t in d, where Td is the OEM tree of d. For a set D of documents, let
CPSD(t)= U d ∈ D CPSd(t). If | CPSd(t)| ≥ 1, we say that t appears in d. For example, TAP t and
the three 2-trees t1, t2, t3 in Figure 2 appear in the document xml_sample in Figure 1.
Consider the CPP β=<t1, t2> on (COFFEE, SALVADOR, cocoa), which is a sub-CPP of α.
Since α appears in xml_sample, β appears in xml_sample. Moreover, we can see that β
appears in both s1 and s2 in Figure 2. TAP s1 appears in xml_sample, but s2 does not.

4. Enumerating all maximal frequent TAPs from tree-structured
documents
4.1 Text-mining algorithm for maximal frequent TAPs problem
Let D be a set of documents. For a word w, a CPP α, and a TAP t, OccD(w), OccD(α), and
OccD(t) denote the numbers of documents in which w, α, and t appear, respectively. Namely,
OccD(w)=|{ d ∈ D | ANd(w) ≠ ∅ }|, OccD(α)=|{ d ∈ D | JSd(α) ≠ ∅ }|, and
OccD(t)=|{ d ∈ D | CPSd(t) ≠ ∅}|. For a set D of documents and a real number σ (0< σ ≤ 1),
a word w, a CPP α, and a TAP t are σ-frequent with respect to D if OccD(w)/|D| ≥ σ,
OccD(α)/|D| ≥ σ and OccD(t)/|D| ≥ σ, respectively. In general, a real number σ is given by a
user and is called a minimum support. We can define a maximal σ-frequent CPP as follows. A
σ-frequent CPP is said to be maximal if there exists no σ-frequent CPP, which has α as a subCPP. In the same way as a CPP, a σ-frequent TAP t is said to be maximal if there exists no σfrequent TAP, which has t as a proper subtree pattern. From the definitions of a CPP and a
TAP, we can show the following facts.
Fact 1. Let W be a list of words sorted in ASCII-based lexicographical order. For a TAP t on
W, there exists only one CPP on W that appears in t. On the other hand, for a CPP α on W,
α can appear in some TAPs on W.
For the CPP α=<t1, t2>, two distinct TAPs s1 and s2 in Figure 2, we can see that α is the unique
CPP on (COFFEE, SALVADOR, cocoa), which appears in s1 and s2.
Fact 2. Let α and β be CPPs such that β is a sub-CPP of α. For a set D of documents, OccD(α)
≤ OccD(β) holds.
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Figure 3. TAPTree T

Fact 3. Let s and t be TAPs such that t is a subtree pattern of s. For a set D of documents,
OccD(s) ≤ OccD(t) holds.
We formally define the data mining problem of enumerating all maximal frequent TAPs as
follows.
Maximal Frequent TAPs Problem
Instance : A set D of documents and a minimum support σ (0 < σ ≤ 1).
Question : Enumerate all maximal σ-frequent TAPs with respect to D.
In [14], we presented a level-wise search strategy for the problem of enumerating all σfrequent CPPs in documents. In the same way as [14], in reading given documents, we
construct a trie (see [6]), which is a compact data structure, for efficiently storing and
searching words and all appearance node sets of words. As heuristics of our algorithms, we
assume that we exclude high-frequency words such as ``a'' or ``the.'' Such a word is called a
stop word. For a 2-tree s over {ws1, ws2} with ws1 ≤ ws2, the coding of s is the list of labels on
the path from the leaf labeled with ws1 to the leaf labeled with ws2. We define a total order
over the set of all 2-trees in an ordinary way with respect to codings. Let (wt1, wt2, …, wtn) and
(ws1, ws2, …, wsm) be codes of 2-trees t and s, respectively. Then, t is less than s, which is
denoted by t < s, if (1) when m ≤ n, there exists i (1≤ i ≤ m) such that for each j < i, wsj and wtj
are the same label and wti ≤ wsi, or (2) when m > n, for each i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), wsi and wti are the
same label or there exists i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) such that for j < i, wsj and wtj are the same label and wti
≤ wsi.
To manage all frequent TAPs with respect to D, we use an edge-labeled ordered rooted tree,
called a TAPTree, which stores the information about a frequent TAP in the path from the root
to node, and which is a compact data structure similar to FPTree presented by Han et al. [7].
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A TAPTree T for D satisfies the following conditions. For edge e of T, let ((v0, v1), (v1, v2), …,
(vk, vk+1)) be the path from the root v0 to the child node vk+1 of e.
(1) Each edge e is labeled with a triplet of 2-tree tk+1, tap s, and set CPSD(s) if and only if
s is a frequent TAP with respect to D, and CPP < t1, t2, …, tk+1> appears in s such that,
for each i (1 ≤ i ≤ k), ti is a 2-tree in label of edge (vi, vi+1).
(2) There is a pointer from leaf ve to internal node vf if and only if αe is a sub-CPP of αf,
and TAP in the label of the edge (ue, ve) is a subtree pattern of TAP in the label of the
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edge (uf, vf), where αe and αf are CPPs on the paths from the root to ve and to the node
vf, respectively.

Consider the TAPTree T for D in Figure 3. T indicates that s1, s2, s3, s4, s6, and s7 are
frequent TAPs with respect to D, ti is equal to si for each i (1 ≤ i ≤ 3), <t1, t2> appears in s4
and s5, <t2, t3> appears in s6, and <t1, t2, t3> appears in s7. Since <t2, t3> is a sub-CPP of
<t1, t2, t3>, <t2, t3> is not maximal. In the same way, if s6 is a subtree pattern of s7, s6 is not
maximal. By modifying the algorithms in [14] to construct a TAPTree, we can present an
algorithm for solving maximal frequent TAPs problem. In Figures 4-6, when a set D of
documents, a minimum support 0 < σ ≤ 1 and a set Q of stop words are given as inputs, we
give an algorithm FMF_TAPs which outputs the set of all maximal σ-frequent TAPs with
respect to D. This algorithm is based on a level-wise search strategy with respect to the length
of a CPP. At line 1, the set of all σ-frequent words with respect to D and the appearance node
set of w in D for each σ-frequent word w are stored in the constructed data structure ``trie''. At
line 3, an edge-labeled ordered rooted tree T, with a depth of 1 is obtained by appending a
new child v labeled with (t, s, list) to the root of T for each element (t, s, list) in F constructed
at line 2. At line 5, while there exist leaves in T, which can be expanded, T is revised by
appending new nodes to the leaves. From Fact 1 and Fact 2, we can show that FMF_TAPs
outputs correctly a TAPTree for D.
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Figure 7. Running Times of FMF_TAPs

Figure 8. Numbers of frequent maximal TAPs enumerated by FMF_TAPs

Since the depth of the constructed TAPTree T is less than |F(D)|, we can easily show the
termination of FMF_TAPs. Let M and N be the numbers of σ-frequent words in D and the
extracted σ-frequent TAPs, respectively. Let n be the number of nodes of all OEM trees, each
of which corresponds to a document in D. Let k be the maximum length of found CPPs. Then,
Make_2Tree and Expand_Pattern_Tree are executable in O(kn3M2 logn logN) and O(kn3MN
log n log N), respectively. Hence, given a set D of documents, a minimum support 0 < σ ≤ 1
and a set of stop words, FMF_TAPs can construct the TAPTree for D in O(max(kn3M2 log n
log N, k2n3MN log n log N)) time.
4.2 Experimental results
We implemented the algorithms in C++ on a PC running CentOS 5.2 with a 3.0 GHz Xeon
E5472 processor and 32 GB of main memory. In the following experiments, as stop words,
we chose symbols such as “-, +,…”, numbers such as “0, 1, 2, …”, pronouns such as “it, this,
…”, articles “a, an, the”, and auxiliary verbs “can, may, …” and so on. We applied these
algorithms to the Reuters-21578 text categorization collection in [9], which has 21,578
SGML documents and is about 28.0 MB, in cases of each minimum support in {0.04, 0.06,
0.08, 0.10} and each number of documents in {5000, 10000, 15000, 20000, 21578}.
Figure 7 shows the running times of FMF_TAPs in the experiments. Each running time is
the time to construct the TAPTree, which stores the information of all maximal frequent TAPs.
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To precisely evaluate performance of our algorithms, running time contains no reading time
of input documents. Even if minimum support is 0.04, the running time is less than 2,300 sec.
In every minimum support, the running time is proportional regardless of the number of input
documents. This shows the robustness of our algorithms.
Figure 8 shows the numbers of all maximal frequent TAPs in each experiment. When the
minimum support was 0.04, our algorithm enumerated 15,018 maximal frequent TAPs within
2,211 sec, when 10,000 input documents were given. This shows the good performance of our
algorithm. This is due to the data structure, TAPTree, which our algorithm uses.

5. Generating XSLT stylesheets based on CPP
XSLT (eXtensible Style sheet Language Transformation) [4] is the W3C recommendation
for an XML style sheet language and is an XML-based language used for the transformation
of XML documents into other XML documents such as HTML documents and RTF
documents. Documents written with XSLT are called XSLT stylesheets. Software that
transforms a given XML document into other XML document by following a given XML
stylesheet is called an XSLT processor.
For a TAP t in which a CPP α=<t1, t2, …, tm> appears and has a matching function π of α to
t, the root of α with respect to t is the root ri of ti such that π(ri) is the root of t and for any j (1
≤ j < i), π(rj) is not the root of t. Number i is called a key number of α. We note that the root
and key number of α do not depend on TAP in which α appears.
Badica et al. [3] presented an approach for the efficient implementation of L-wrappers
using XSLT transformation language, which is a standard language for processing XML
documents. In a similar way as [3], we present an algorithm for a wrapper based on CPP
using XSLT transformation language, shown in Figure 9. In algorithm GEN_CPP_WRAPPER,
GEN-FIRST-TEMPLATE, GEN-TEMPLATE-WITH-VAR, GEN-TEMPLATE-NO-VAR, and
GEN-LAST-TEMPLATE procedures, described precisely in [3], are as follows. The GENFIRST-TEMPLATE procedure appends the first template rule to the stylesheet STα. The GENTEMPLATE-WITH-VAR and the GEN-TEMPLATE-NO-VAR procedures append a template
rule for paths, which are second and third arguments, respectively, to STα depending on
whether or not the parent of the start node of the path has attributes. The GEN-LASTTEMPLATE procedure appends the last template rule to STα. The constructing part of this rule
fully instantiates the returned tree fragment, thus stopping the transformation process of the
OEM tree of the input document.
As experiments, we produced XSLT stylesheets by applying our algorithm
GEN_CPP_WRAPPER to CPPs. Figure 11 shows the XSLT stylesheet that was generated by
applying GEN_CPP_WRAPPER to α in Figure 10. We used Xalan [13] as an XSLT processor.
Xalan is a widely used open source software library from the Apache Software Foundation
that implements the XSLT XML transformation language and the XPath language. The XML
document in Figure 12 is an XML document that was produced by applying Xalan to the sixth
document in the Reuters-21578 text categorization collection [9] and the XSLT stylesheet in
Figure 11.

6. Conclusion and future works
Building on previous work, by extending a CPP to a tree pattern, we have defined a tree
association pattern (TAP) over a set of words as a node-labeled ordered rooted tree that can
represent structural features among nodes in which given words appear. Then, by modifying
text-mining algorithms in [8, 14], we have presented text-mining algorithms for enumerating
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all maximal frequent TAPs from a set of tree-structured documents. Moreover, as one
application of CPPs and TAPs, we have showed a wrapper based on CPP using XSLT
transformation language, which translates XML documents into other XML documents.
To design more effective Internet search engines, we plan to develop our mining
techniques based on CPPs and TAPs for mining multimedia data such as Web content with
pictures, voice data, and movie data.
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